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“Hidden Histories – Herbs” by Kim Hurst 

 
Non-Fiction: Reference/Horticulture 
Read: December 2016 
My rating: ****1/2 
A wonderful and concise guide to popular garden herbs, their history and uses. The 
beautiful botanical drawings make this book a must have for any avid gardener. My 
only complaint is that the print is very small (reading glasses required). 
 
“The Butterfly Wind” by Sarah Key 

 
Fiction: Action/Adventure/Literary Fiction 
Read: December 2016 
My rating: ***** 
Mysticism, magic, love, greed and dastardly deeds await you in “The 
Butterfly Wind”. When a ruthless poacher, stirred on by the village witch, 
seriously injures a ranger and captures his tracker, the girls are drawn 
into another adventure.   
“The Butterfly Wind” is part two of the “Sisters of Light Trilogy” by Sarah 
Key, but you don’t need to have read the first book (“The Dandelion 
Clock”) to enjoy it. The multiple story lines develop evenly and tie in 
beautifully to present the reader with an enthralling adventure that is 
hard to put down. 
Key presents a captivating view of Africa today, with its blends of old and 
new, mystical and modern, city and country. She provides beautiful 
descriptions of the African landscape and wildlife and the lives of 
traditional tribes people (the book moves through many countries). Her 
characters are believable and writing style endearing. I thoroughly 
recommend “The Butterfly Wind” by Sarah Key. Five Stars!  
Suitable reading for a mature audience – contains some violence, realistic 
situations, and supernatural themes which some may find distressing. 
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“The Signalman – A Ghost Story” by Charles Dickens 

 
Fiction: Thriller/Horror 
Read: December 2016 
My rating: ****1/2 
If you are looking for a quick and entertaining read, then “The Signalman” offers a 
delightfully spooky outing. In a dark railway alcove, near the end of a tunnel, the 
signalman sees a grim spectre whenever danger is imminent. A wonderfully creepy 
short story by the master Charles Dickens. This edition also includes the story “The Boy 
at Mugby” about the goings on behind the scenes at a railway station canteen. It is 
worth reading for the introduction by Simon Bradley alone, who offers an insight into 
Dicken’s later life and the impact that his involvement in a major train accident had on 
his writing and well-being. 
 
“The Resurrection of Frédéric Debreu” by Alex Marsh 

 
Fiction: Adventure/Comedy/Drama 
Read: November 2016 
My rating: **** 
Don’t we all have dreams of up-rooting our lives and trying a tree change or sea 
change? Ted and Daisy did. On retirement, this English couple hire out a tiny cottage (a 
generous description of the accommodation) in a charming French Village. But the 
simple life has its dramas too. As Ted soon discovers, it’s very difficult to hide his 
secrets when the distractions of modern life aren’t there to fill the background with 
noise. “The Resurrection of Frédéric Debreu” is a delightful adventure story, full of 
believable characters and charming settings. A great holiday read. 
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Marco Polo Spiral Guide – Perfect Days in Prague 

 
 Non Fiction: Travel, Guidebook 
Read: November 2016 
My rating: ***1/2 
A comprehensive and well-laid out guide to the city of Prague. The book comes with a 
handy map (in a separate plastic container for easy access. I really like the format but 
am a little concerned about the durability of it, as I generally find that spiral binging can 
be crushed/bent out of shape in luggage/bags and that there is a tendency for pages 
to come loose. 
 
“Minkie Monster Saves Christmas” by Ceri Clark   

 
Fiction: Children (2-6 years) 
Read: November 2016 
My rating: ***** 
Santa is running out of time and needs some help preparing for the big day. Minkie 
Monster is the first to put up his hand and provide assistance to the big man in the red 
suit. This is a wonderful Christmas activity book for small children. The puzzles get a 
little more complex as the book goes on, but nothing is unachievable. It covers all of 
the basics – shapes, counting, dot-to-dot and colouring – with a cute Christmas story 
to guide them along. A great addition to Christmas Eve activities to encourage little 
ones to get ready for bed. 
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 “Top 10 Prague” (Eyewitness Top 10 Travel Guide) by Theodore 
Schwinke 

 
Non Fiction: Travel, Guidebook 
Read: October 2016 
My rating: ***** 
A useful and informative guidebook. As I’ve said before I personally find the 
“Eyewitness Travel” series of guidebooks compact, easy to carry and easy to read. The 
Prague guide has an excellent map (in a separate pocket so that you can carry it in 
your bag with to without the guidebook), wonderful walking tour suggestions, great 
history sections and lovely illustrations. A must for anyone planning a trip to Prague. 
(And yes I am planning to take a European holiday in 2017) 
 
“A Street Cat Named Bob” by James Bowen 

 
Non Fiction: Autobiography 
Read: October 2016 
My rating: **** 
A charming and genuine story about the relationship between a recovering drug addict 
and his cat and how they saved each other’s lives. A frank and honest look at life on 
the streets in London, the difficulties of busking for a living and the ins and outs of 
selling the “Big Issue” magazine. A lot of folk have complained about the quality of the 
writing but I don’t have a problem with it. This isn’t literary fiction or an academic work. 
This is a story about a man and his cat. I thought that it was a great read. 
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“Top 10 Berlin” (Eyewitness Top 10 Travel Guide) by DK 

 
Non Fiction: Travel, Guidebook 
Read: October 2016 
My rating: ***** 
The “Eyewitness Travel” series of guidebooks are among my favourite. The “Top 10” 
Berlin is a compact, easy to read and well illustrated guide. It features great walking 
tour suggestions and easy to follow maps. You really get a feel for the city and a good 
idea of what you want to see on your holiday. The guide also features a pull out 
laminated map which is stored in a plastic compartment at the back of the guide. Can’t 
go wrong with one of these. 
 
“Hollywood Lights” by Katie Rose Guest Pryal 

 
Fiction: Literary Fiction/Women’s Fiction 
Read: 2015/2016 
My rating: ****1/2 
A wonderful compendium of the three stories about life-long friends Daphne and Greta 
and their personal journeys about their lives in L.A. The collection includes 
“Entanglement”, “Love and Entropy” and “Chasing Chaos.” 
I am not usually one for “Chick Lit” books, but I really enjoy Katie Rose Guest Pryal’s 
style of writing. The characters are easy to relate to and I am pretty certain that 
everyone has or has had friends like Daphne and Greta. Easy to read and engaging. 
The books makes for a great read and would be a wonderful addition to any holiday 
reading library. 
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“New Zealand North Island” By Darroch Donald 

 
Non Fiction: Travel, Guidebook 
Read: September 2016 
My rating: ***1/2 
Easy to read and comprehensive guide for anyone planning a tour of the North Island of 
New Zealand. The compact size means that it takes up little luggage room and fits 
easily into handbags/backpacks. The guide includes maps within the text for easy 
reference. The print is small so bring your glasses. If you prefer travel guides with 
pictures then this one is not for you. 
 
“Dead Down East” by Carl Schmidt 

 
Fiction: Detective/Mystery 
Read: September 2016 
My rating: ***** 
“Dead Down East” by Carl Schmidt is the first book in the “Jesse Thorpe Mystery” 
series. When part-time musician, part-carpenter and part-time detective, Jesse Thorpe 
receives a phone call from former client Cynthia Dumais, his vacation is cut short. Ms 
Dumais has witnessed the murder of the Governor, with whom she’s been having a 
illicit affair, and is seeking protection and counsel. Jesse must safeguard his client and 
solve the murder, all the while balancing his relationships with the band, Ms Dumais, his 
girlfriend Angele, and his handgun Rhonda. The characters are well developed and 
believable and the story flows easily. It is wonderfully written and endlessly entertaining. 
It’s worth reading just for the magical description of the fishing trip on the lake in the 
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first chapter. I thoroughly recommend “Dead Down East”. 
 
“End of Watch” by Stephen King 

 
Fiction: Detective/Mystery/Supernatural themes 
Read: September 2016 
My rating: ***** 
“End of Watch” sees Kermit Bill Hodges, retired detective and owner of the “Finders 
Keepers” investigative agency, battle major health issues to once again take on the evil 
Brady Hartsfield. Hartsfield appears to have found a way to manipulate people from his 
comatose state. Hodges, assisted by the ever reliable Holly and Jerome, must solve 
the mystery and save the day. End of Watch did not disappoint. I love the combination 
of detective novel and minor supernatural elements and hope that King writes more 
novels along this line. I almost prefer his detective style novels over the horror stories. 
 
“Speculative Story Bites” By Sarena Ulibarri (Ed) 

 
Fiction: Short Stories, Sci Fi/Horror/Fantasy 
Read: September 2016 
My rating: ***1/2 
A mix of short stories of varying lengths focusing on Horror and Sci-Fi with a little YA for 
good measure.. Like most collections of short stories, this compendium is a bit of a 
mixed bag. Some are really well written and captivating, and others are so-so. I 
particularly liked “The Museum of Haunted Objects” by Megan Neumann. Overall the 
collections offers a set of easy-to-read short stories. 
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“Harry Potter and the Cursed Child” by J.K.Rowling, John Tiffany & 
Jack Thorne 

 
Fiction: Children/Young Adult, Fantasy 
Read: September 2016 
My rating: ****1/2 
Four and a half stars – loses half a star because I’m not really into reading books in 
play/script format. 
Albus Severus Potter, Harry & Ginny’s son, does not fit in. He doesn’t fit in at home, at 
School (he’s placed into Slytherin House) and much to his parents horror his best friend 
is Scorpius Malfoy (believed by many to be the illegitimate son of Voldemort). The two 
boys acquire a time-turner and attempt to set the past straight with disastrous 
consequences. 
A wonderful, enjoyable and magical continuation of the Harry Potter stories. I loved the 
portrayal of the original group as adults, and equally loved their new children. I am 
looking forward to seeing the stage play but do wonder how they have managed to 
keep up the continuity with so many scene changes. 
 
“Random Word Stories: Volume 1” by Eli Goldfarb 

 
Fiction: Short stories/mixed genres 
Read: August 2016 
My rating: **** 
“Random Word Stories” by Volume 1 is a collection of 52 short stories from a wide 
variety of genres including fantasy, sci-fi, humour, crime and general fiction. The stories 
all start with a “word for the story” with a brief definition provided before the author 
plunges in. Stories vary in length with some being a couple of pages long to about 
3000 words. Some stories are related but most are stand alone pieces. I particularly 
liked the one about the parents who called a priest in because they were concerned 
that their rebelling emo/gothic son was possessed. It’s a great collection and an 
entertaining read. All are well written and easy to get into. I thoroughly recommend it for 
readers with only short bursts of reading time (like travelling on public transport, waiting 
for appointments etc.) I look forward to the next volume. 
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“Ignite” by Danielle Rogman 

 
Fiction: Fantasy/Young Adult 
Read: August 2016 
My rating: **** 
“Ignite” by Danielle Rogland is a fast paced, well-constructed, post-apocalytic science 
fiction adventure story. The tale is sent in London of the future, where Jack, a 
pickpocket and teenage outcast, finds himself in the company of a rebel gang. The 
characters are believable, with realistic interactions and relationships. Although clearly 
aimed at a Young Adult audience, this book is an exciting and engaging read for 
people of all ages. 
The book was formally released under the title “The Last Burning of New London” and 
you may be able to find a copy of the previous version on line. The current title is 
currently not available for purchase as the author is in the process of making updated 
publishing arrangements. No cover was available as at the date of this review. 
 
“Return to Your Senses: Save yourself before technology kills you” 
by Ronald D Eastman II 

 
Non-Fiction: Autobiography/Self help 
Read: August 2016 
My rating: **** 
“Return to your senses: Save yourself before technology kills you” By Ronald D 
Eastman II is a three part guide that examines the survival instincts we are born with 
and how we learn to suppress them (Part 1), why we disadvantage ourselves by 
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suppressing them (Part 2), and how we have substituted technology and the use of 
devises for our natural instincts and common sense (Part 3). 
Eastman uses his personal experiences of childhood victimisation, sexual abuse, 
military service and post-traumatic stress disorder, and his experiences in running a 
security and personal protection agency to illustrate his points. His heartfelt and honest 
accounts of his personal experiences are challenging to read and I recommend that 
anyone with similar experiences read the disclaimer and warning at the start of the 
book before diving in. The book is well written and is well researched. An interesting 
topic, presented with sincerity. Available through Amazon and other booksellers. Just 
quietly I will add that I loved the irony of my reading the book on a Kindle device. 
 
“The Shattered Stars – Breach of Contract” by Vance Huxley 

 
Fiction: Dystopian Future/Action/Survivalist 
Read: August 2016 
My rating: *** 
I received this book from Entrada Publishing in exchange for a fair and honest review In 
the not-to-distant future, the world is controlled by corporations. Space exploration and 
human colonization is in full swing but the social issues that currently plague humanity 
have not abated. Bobby B is forced to chose between death or a low-grade military 
post as a Timer (arrow fodder) after being convicted of involvement in an industrial 
dispute. He must navigate the brutality of the system to earn a more secure situation 
within the armed forces. 
What I liked about this book: It’s okay. It’s not a bad read if you’re a fan of military sci-fi 
and military fiction. This is the first in a series of books. 
What I didn’t like (and why I only gave 3 stars): I thought that the book moved too 
slowly and was way too long for something that is only the first part of a series. It’s a bit 
of a ‘boys own” story. The whole army-style-rough-and-tumble didn’t really appeal to 
me, and I didn’t relate (or particularly like) any of the character. I found it a bit of a 
labour to get through it, and the cliff-hanger at the end was more frustrating than 
inciting. 
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“Vienna: Architecture & Art” by Tobias Kunz 

 
Non Fiction: Art, Travel 
Read: August 2016 
My rating: ***1/2 
An easy to read guide to Austrian Art and Architecture. A must for anyone planning a 
trip to Vienna. Lovely photographs and concise descriptions. 
 
“Dangerous Obsessions” by Bob van Laerhoven 

 
Fiction: Romance/War/Short stories 
Read: July 2016 
My rating: **** 
“Dangerous Obsessions” by Bob van Laerhoven is a collection short stories about 
obsessive love (and lust) in unhappy times (war, conflict, threat, for example). It is 
powerful, captivating and challenging. This collection is not for those who are easily 
upset. It is a relatively short books, well-written, easy to read and will have you wanting 
to complete the book in one sitting. Some pieces are translated into English but lose 
nothing in the translation. Not recommended for a read on public transport unless you 
don’t mind crying in public. 
 
“An Unlikely Friendship” by Jasmine Fogwell 

 
 Fiction: Children/Young Reader/Fantasy 
Read: July 2016 
My rating: **** 
“An Unlikely Friendship” is book one of a The Fidori Trilogy from author, Jasmine 
Fogwell. The story revolves around Mrs Rionzi DuCret, possibly the oldest woman in 
the world, and James, a young boy who is having trouble fitting in with his peers. They 
both share a special secret. They have both seen the mythical Fidori, a species of tree 
dwelling fairy/elf like creatures who live in the nearby forest. 
This is an easy to read, captivating and entertaining story for young readers, which 
leaves you hanging for the next installment of the adventure. There are some 
discussion points for parents – the concept of insanity/senility, death, grief and loss and 
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not fitting ‘in’ with the crowd. The book is available through Amazon and a variety of 
on-line stores. 
 
“No Problem Mr Walt” by Walt Hackman 

 
Non Fiction: Memoir/Autobiography 
Read: July 2016 
My rating: ***** 
“No Problem Mr Walt” is more than a memoir outlining some chap’s personal quest to 
build a boat. It is a brief history of China, a travelogue, and a cultural guide. It even has 
the occasional recipe and includes loads of photos of China and more importantly, the 
boat. The book opens with a brief but moving description of how Walt’s world fell apart. 
His marriage broke down, his satisfaction with his career was waning and then finally 
his son was murdered. Awful as these events are, unlike other memoirs, the story 
doesn’t dwell on the negative but instead concentrates on how he rebuilt his life and a 
purpose built Chinese junk houseboat to boot. 
I am always a bit cautious when I agree to read a memoir as I have found the majority 
to be tedious and more than a little boring, but this was an exception. “No Problem Mr 
Walt” is charming, informative, cringe worthy and sometimes laugh-out-aloud funny. It 
has an unexpected appeal and is difficult to put down. Well worth a look. Available 
through Amazon and via the website http://www.mrwalt.com 
 
“The Two Week wait Challenge” by Lindsay Fischer 
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Non Fiction: Health and Well Being, 
Read: July 2016 
My rating: **** 
There are many reasons why a woman may be experiencing difficulty conceiving – 
biological (either party), medical, psychological, environmental and just about any other 
scenario you can think of. The wait to discover if you are pregnant or not, can send the 
sanest person into a spin. 
“The Two Week Wait Challenge” is an upbeat and quirky workbook designed to help 
women (and their partners) manage the often nerve-wracking wait to discover if they 
have achieved pregnancy (be it naturally or through IVF or a similar program). The 
guide/workbook offers advice and suggestions, and daily activities to help reduce 
stress, remain positive and manage emotions. It is easy to use and presented in a 
friendly, casual style. This book is currently available for pre-order on Amazon. Official 
release date: 1 August 2016. 
 
“Love, Life and Logic” by Uday Mukerji 

 
Fiction: Literary Fiction 
Read: July 2016 
My rating: ***** 
Rohan is thirty-six, divorced and drifting in a career he no longer cares for. He has done 
everything expected of him and ticked all the boxes – He married a beautiful woman, 
has two healthy children, a great career as a high-flyer in finance, property in Singapore 
and Phuket, financial security, and yet he feels a gapping hole in his life. In order to 
clear his head, Rohan travels to Europe, New Zealand, Phuket and finally to his 
childhood home in India, where, with help along the way from an old family friend, and 
a potential new romantic interest, he sets his life back on course. 
This is a surprising and delightful voyage of discovery that is easy to relate to. It is well 
written and a joy to read. It makes a wonderful read for anyone thinking about their 
direction in life, but is light enough to make a good holiday read. BOOK DUE FOR 
RELEASE NOVEMBER 2016 
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“Whistler’s Mother” by NGV Press 

 
Non-Fiction: Art 
Read: July 2016 
My rating: *** 
A comprehensive guide to the development and history of the portrait, “Whistler’s 
Mother”.  Strictly for lovers of art. 
 
“Berlin” by CitiX 

 
Non-Fiction: Travel Guide 
Read: July 2016 
My rating: *** 
A great, compact sized guide to art, architecture, nightlife and shopping in Berlin. It is a 
little “young” for me but I loved the feel and format of it non-the-less. I consider this to 
be more a supplementary rather than a primary guidebook as it has limited information 
about Berlin in general and without a comprehensive city map (has a few locality maps) 
does not not allow the reader to get an overall feel for the layout of the city. 
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“Trumped – Beyond Politically Correct ” by Peter Davidson 

 
Non-Fiction: Humour/Language/Social Commentary 
Read: June 2016 
My rating: **** 
An entertaining look at how we humans sugar-coat our language and general 
expression to avoid offending others, creating conflict and being downright rude. You 
will find yourself smiling, cringing, raising one eyebrow and sometimes laughing out a 
loud. A well set out and easy to read book. It is great fun and a book to remember 
when looking for birthday or Christmas presents for the hard to buy for. 
 
“Jen Air” by J Coutelier 

 
Fiction: Fantasy/Sci-Fi 
Read: June 2016 
My rating: **** 
An easy to read and entertaining adventure story about two childhood friends who 
overcome a teenage falling out to solve a bizarre series of murders apparently 
perpetrated by mythical/mystical beings appearing in their small town. A little sci-fi, a 
little mystical creature novel, a little mystery tied in with a voyage of self discovery. 
Suitable reading for young adults and adventure lovers a like. It contains some violent 
scenes. 
I would have given it five stars but I found the author’s tendency to constantly refer to 
the female characters (including main characters) by physical attributes (such as hair 
colour) rather than their names rather distracting and off putting. 
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“The Eye of the Sibyl and other classic stories” by Philip K. Dick 

 
Fiction: Science Fiction 
Read: June 2016 
My rating: **** 
I have to admit it, I’m a huge PKD fan. “The Eye of the Sibyl and other Classic Stories” 
is jammed packed with amazing short stories which will stun you rigid. Having said that, 
there is the odd story that will illicit a “meh” response, but overall this is a great 
collection. 
 
“All Fall Down” by Matthew Condon 

 
Non-Fiction: True Crime 
Read: June 2016 
My rating: **** 
“All Fall down” is the final instalment in Condon’s trilogy covering corruption in the 
Queensland police force from the 1940s to the 1999s. This book covers the mid 80’s 
to 2000. I enjoyed this book and its description of the political goings on in Queensland 
at the time and personally remember when all of the events happened.  Despite the 
slightly stilted style and the incredible twists and events, the reader is kept enthralled. 
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“Seven Flowers and How They Shaped Our World” by Jennifer 
Potter 

 
Non-Fiction: Horticulture 
Read: May 2016 
My rating: ****1/2 
I was really surprised by how much I enjoyed this book. I was expecting a fairly 
standard horticultural discussion on flora (which I would have liked regardless) but this 
offered so much more. It provides a really interesting review of the historical popularity 
and uses of seven wonderful flowers (Sunflower, Lotus, Rose, Lily, Opium poppy, Tulip 
and Orchid) in art, popular culture, medicine, science and even politics. The book is 
well research and easy to read and features some marvellous illustrations and colour 
plates. For any lover of flowers. 
 
“The Judgment” by D.J.Niko 

 
Fiction: Historical Fiction 
Read: May 2016 
My rating: ***1/2 
“The Judgment” is an historical fiction based on rise and fall of the biblical King, 
Solomon. It follows the story of his arranged marriage  and subsequent relationship 
with his Egyptian wife,Nicole, intertwined with the political machinations of the new 
Israelite state. The story is well research and beautifully written, as are all of D.J.Niko’s 
books. The characters are believable and brought to life in this story of love, betrayal 
and mystery and adventure. 
I must confess that I didn’t enjoy this as much as I have other D.J.Niko books. I didn’t 
get that can’t-put-it-down experience, like I get from the Sarah Weston Chronicles. This 
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lacks the humour and rollicking adventure feel of those offerings. Overall, it’s a good 
read. 
I received a copy of this book from Medallion Press in exchange for a fair and honest 
review. 
 
“Los Angeles: A Portrait of a City” by Jim Heimann 

 
Non-Fiction: Photo Journal, History 
Read: May 2016 
My rating: **** 
This pocket-sized book contains a wonderful pictorial review of the development of the 
city of Los Angeles from its inception to modern times. There are some magnificent 
photos, including a wonderful one of the “Hollywoodland” sign with a view into the yet-
to-be-developed San Fernando Valley, the development of Downtown and Santa 
Monica beach. Notations are in English, German and French. 
 
“Derek Percy: Australian Psycho” by Alan Whiticker 

 
Non-Fiction: True Crime 
Read: May 2016 
My rating: *** 
A “just the facts Ma’am” review of the life and times of murders and suspected serial 
killer Derek Percy. The book reviews the circumstances of the crime known to be 
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perpetrated by Percy and examines another five crimes for which he may be 
responsible. (I personally suspect that three are almost certainly his). The crimes are 
horrible and the book is pretty dry, but it would be of interest to those fascinated by 
true crime stories. 
 
“Chasing Chaos” by Katie Rose Guest Pryal 

 
Fiction: Literary Fiction/Women’s Fiction 
Read: May 2016 
My rating: ****1/2 
Daphne Saito has been blessed with good looks and writing talent, but these gifts do 
little to negate the impact of her unhappy childhood. Daphne is a young woman who 
has difficulty forming relationships (both friend and romantic attachments) and goes out 
of her way to avoid confronting the realities of her life, preferring instead to engage in 
self-destructive behaviours. Daphne is insecure and self absorbed, believing that all of 
the negative events in hers and her friend’s lives are somehow the result of her 
actions. When her best friend announces that she is to marry her long-term partner, 
Daphne goes out of her way to create a wonderful day for the couple. But all of her 
chickens come home to roost, when her ex-boyfriend decides to cause trouble, a 
friend she wronged years ago comes on to the scene, and her recent on-night stand 
shows up at the wedding. Will Daphne be able to confront her demons and allow 
herself the opportunity to find true love? 
I am not usually one for “Chick Lit” books, but I really enjoy Katie Rose Guest Pryal’s 
style of writing. The characters are easy to relate to and I am pretty certain that 
everyone has or has had a friend like Daphne. The book makes for a great read and 
would be a wonderful addition to any holiday reading library. 
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“The Cursed Canoe” by Frankie Bow 

 
Fiction: Murder Mystery/Comedy 
Read: April 2016 
My rating: ****1/2 
Okay, I have to admit that I selected this book because of the title. It’s a hard one to 
pass up on! I wasn’t disappointed. 
Molly is a professor of business studies at a small Hawaiian University, Mahina State. 
Thanks to a rigorous program of Student Retention strategies, the struggling university 
seems to have excellent completions and graduate employment rates, a requirement 
for government funding. When Molly attends a practice session of her friend and 
colleague’s out-rigger canoe team, she is shocked to witness a bizarre accident. Kathy 
Banks, Student Retention Officer, collapses in the canoe, causes unknown, and is 
declared “dead” by local media three days later. Kathy appears to have no history prior 
to her arrival on the island, and more disturbingly there are no records of the 911 call 
relating to the accident. Molly is concerned that she has somehow caused the “voodoo 
death” of Kathy by wishing harm on her. She and her colleagues Emily and Pat 
investigate the murder and attempt to uncover the corruptions within the university. 
I really enjoyed this book. It has plenty of believable characters, funny moments, and a 
twist in the tail. As a former employee of the University sector (including at an institution 
of similar size to the one described) I could totally relate to the excessive paperwork, 
and the need to manipulate statistics to put the institution in the best light. I look 
forward to reading the second book in the series. 
I received a free copy of this book in exchange for a fair and honest review. 
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“Rarity from the Hollow” by Robert Eggleton 

 
Fiction: Science Fiction/Literary Fiction 
Read: April 2016 
My rating: **** 
Lacy Dawn is a young girl, blessed with natural intelligence, but haunted by crippling 
mental illness and developing teenage angst. She lives in a rural backwater with a 
backdrop of domestic violence; brought up by a PTSD suffering, pot smoking father, 
and an under-educated, frightened mother. Her only and best friend is an android, 
DotCom, who is hiding on earth, looking for a person to save the world. Lacy Dawn, 
like a lot of children in her situation, believes that she is in some way at fault for her 
family’s situation and uses her friendship with DotCom to try and heal her parents, 
herself and ultimately save the world. 
The characters aren’t what I would describe as likeable but they are certainly true to life. 
The writer has an unusual style, which may not suit all readers. The story is a little 
bizarre, frequently sad and a little distressing in parts, but the book is engaging and 
hard to put down. 
 
“Invasion of the Body Snatchers” by Jack Finney 

 
Fiction: Science Fiction/Classic 
Read: April 2016 
My rating: ***** 
One from the vault. I picked up a 60th anniversary edition of this one in the States last 
October. I must admit that I’d never actually read the book, despite being such a huge 
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fan of the films – particularly the version with Donald Sutherland and Leonard Nimoy. 
The book doesn’t disappoint. It is well-written, captivating and entertaining. What I 
particularly like about the book is the short length chapters and the over-all length of 
the book. My paperback was just over 200 pages. A quick and easy read for the time 
poor. If you have never read this one, get yourself a copy. 
 
“Fall of the Cities – Putting Down roots” by Vance Huxley 
Fiction: Dystopian Future 

 
re/Action/Survivalist 
Read: April 2016 
My rating: ***1/2 
The residents of Orchard Close are settling into their new life, learning new skills and 
managing food and other shortages. New residents arrive, and the group meet their 
neighbours; four gangs with dubious moral standards.  In the meanwhile, we discover 
that the apocalyptic events described in the first book (and continue into this story) 
have been orchestrated by a secret committee, working to destroy the old world and 
set up their idea of utopia 
“Fall of the Cities – Putting Down Roots” by Vance Huxley is well-written, entertaining, 
easy to read and features some memorable characters. It contain some violent scenes, 
and I would generally not recommend it for those under 15 years of age. 
What I liked about this book: It’s well written. The theme that people have forgotten 
how to live without modern conveniences and need to rebuild their world by learning 
crafts, cooking, preserving, and farming from scratch is very believable. I liked the crazy, 
super-villain like cabal, even if it does seem a little far-fetched. 
What I didn’t like (and why I only gave 3 ½ stars): I thought that the book moved too 
slowly. There’s a lot of everyday minutia, and the “problems” to be addressed, and the 
solutions used, got a bit repetitive and didn’t really serve to move to story forward. Also, 
the characters seem to fall into distinct categories, with women being victims, warriors, 
mothers or tarts, and men being thugs and rapists, heroes, or wimps. 
So what’s it like: “The Walking Dead” without the zombies 
Can I read this independent from the first book?: Not really, you’d be playing catch up, 
and a lot of character development is done in the first novel. 
I received this book from Entrada Publishing in exchange for a fair and honest review. 
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 “Fractured Angel” by Ken Williams 

 
Fiction: Literary Fiction 
Read: April 2016 
My rating: ***1/2 
A moving and honest look at homelessness and mental illness.“Fractured Angel” by 
Ken Williams follows the lives of its three main characters in an effort to examine the 
impact of mental illness on the individual, family and community at large. Fifteen-year 
old Tracey has run away from home and is living in a drainage pipe, haunted by the 
voices in her head. Lynne, her mother and successful business woman, has taken up 
an internship with a homeless shelter social work, in an effort to find her and bring her 
home. Kerry, the cynical social worker and emotional damaged Vietnam Vet, must 
work with Lynne, the government agencies and an unwelcome change of management, 
to help as many of the disadvantaged as he can. The characters aren’t what I would 
describe as likeable but they are certainly true to life. The story is engaging and hard to 
put down. I have read better written books, but few with the raw emotion and honesty 
of this piece 
 
“Anyone can get an A+: How to Beat Procrastination, Reduce Stress and 
Improve Your Grades” by Geetanjali Mukherjee 

 
Non Fiction: Motivation, Study Guide 
Read: March 2016 
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My rating: **** 
Are you a student struggling to understand your classes? Are you having trouble 
getting down to business? Or are you just having a good old-fashioned panic about the 
whole study situation. If so then, Geetanjali Mukherjee’s study guide “Anyone can get 
an A+: How to Beat Procrastination, Reduce Stress and Improve Your Grades” could 
be the one for you. In this informative and practical book, the author describes her 
many experiences as a student, both positive and negative, emphasising the 
importance of an holistic approach to study, covering managing for your physical and 
mental health, setting achievable goals, and of course techniques for optimal learning. 
The author offers a range of ideas, exercises and proven, practical solutions to study 
issues for senior secondary and college/tertiary students. Practical and sound advice 
presented in a caring supportive manner. 
 
“fearLESS: How to Conquer Your Fear, Stop Playing Small, and 
Start Living an Extraordinary Life You Love” by Nathalie Thompson 

 
Rating: **** 
Non Fiction: Motivation, Self-help 
Read: March 2016 
“fearLESS: How to Conquer Your Fear, Stop Playing Small, and Start Living an 
Extraordinary Life You Love” by Nathalie Thompson, on initial glance may seem like a 
standard “self-help” style book, but it is much more. For a start it is honest, easy to 
read and easy to relate to. It is a guide to help individuals examine what personally held 
beliefs they have which may be holding them back. The emphasis is on reflection, 
making an effort, and putting in the work. There are no promises of instant success, no 
“hard sell”, no “buy my program” or “buy my expensive set of guides”, no constant 
attribution of success to the worship of a particular deity or adherence to a system of 
belief, and best of all the book is not full of “sickening” stories about how wonderful, 
successful and brilliant the author is (and no glamour photos of her, trophy spouse or 
perfect children – seen that before!) For those wanting more, there is a link to the 
author’s blog and to FREE work sheets to help with the suggested exercises in the 
book. This guide is designed for ordinary people wanting to make more out of their 
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lives, regardless of how big or small their dream may be. Well worth a look. 
 
“Bogman”  by R. I. Oulfsen 

 
Rating: ***1/2 
Fiction: Detective, Thriller 
Read: March 2016 
When a mummified body is found in a bog, Danish Chief Inspector Lange must 
determine who the victim is , and how this twenty-year old crime relates to past and 
present eco-warrier activity. “Bogman” is an easy to read and well-paced mystery story 
in the Nordic Noir style. The characters are believable and well developed. It doesn’t 
have the sophistication and intensity of similar style mysteries (the Bridge, Wallander 
series etc) but comes close. An author to watch perhaps. 
Two complaints – 1. There were a couple of jarring typos/errors, but I was issued a 
“pre-release copy and I image that these have been amended since. 2. This may be a 
cultural/Australian thing but I really hate the use of the word “panties” to describe 
women’s underwear. It is a bit of a pervy joke here, and the constant (almost overuse 
of the word – appears up to five times on some pages) detracted from the story. If the 
word “underpants” was used instead I would have given the book a higher star rating. 
I received this book in exchange for a fair and honest review. 
 
“The Last Second Chance” by Jim Nesbitt 

 
Rating: ***** 
Fiction: Detective, Thriller 
Read: March 2016 
Ed Earl Burch, drummed out of the police force following the death of his partner, is an 
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overweight and uninspiring Private Investigator. After a less-than-conventional 
introduction to femme-fatale (with emphasis on the fatale) Carla Sue Cantrell, Burch 
finds himself dick deep in a shit day*. Having been pinned for a couple of particularly 
nasty murders, Burch is on the run from his former colleagues, and members of a 
violent gang, and is in search of the man responsible for the death of his former partner. 
He and Ms Cantrell must make their way across Texas and into Mexico to find the 
formidable T-Roy. 
I thoroughly recommend “The Last Second Chance” to anyone who loves detective 
genre books, “China Town” style stories, Noir classics, Elmore Leonard, and well you 
get the picture. It’s full of snappy dialogue, sharp one-liners and an edgy plot that will 
keep you reading until the end. I particularly like the short chapters – great for the time-
poor readers who get most of their reading done on the trains/buses. This book 
contains descriptions of strong violence and sex. It is only suitable for mature 
audiences – who will really enjoy it! 
* Special thanks to Mr James Elroy for adding such a delightful expression to my 
regular rotation. 
 
“The Wisdom of Bees” by Erik Berrevoets 

 
Rating: **** 
Non Fiction: Fauna, Agriculture, Reference Book 
Read: March 2016 
An informative and well researched guide to biodynamic bee keeping. Interesting 
examination of the history of bee keeping and issues impacting on maintaining bee 
colony health. Great information on setting up and maintaining a natural hive and bee 
colony.  If you are thinking of setting up bee hives this is well worth a look. 
 
“On Writing: A Memoir of the Craft” by Stephen King 

 
Rating: ***** 
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Non Fiction: Writing, Reference Book 
Read: March 2016 
An excellent reference book for all writers. Part memoir, part reference book, this is an 
interesting and easy read with loads of useful hints and tips. This will be a book I turn to 
when doubt and panic creeps in. 
 
“Australia’s best Garden Guides: Climbers and Creepers” by Allen 
Gilbert 

 
Rating: **** 
Non Fiction: Gardening 
Read: February 2016 
An easy to read and informative guide about climbers and creepers suitable for the 
Australian climate. Concise information with well framed photographs 
 
“Elemental Kingdoms: Darkness Descends” by Peter Arvo & 
Lauren Arvo 

 
Rating: ***1/2 
Fiction: Fantasy/Action/Adventure 
Read: February 2016 
Treachery is afoot in the realm and the possessors of the elemental powers must seek 
each other out, join forces to develop their powers and work towards discovering their 
common enemy. This quest/fantasy novel is the first in a series of books exploring 
themes of friendship, collaboration and bravery. The story dives right into the action, 
while managing to avoid descriptions of extreme violence (a positive thing in a book 
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designed for young people). The book is written by a father-daughter team (nice to see) 
and will appeal to tweens and young teens (10-15 years). 
My only complaint about the book is that it is written in present tense. I find that this 
pulls me out of the narrative, disrupting the flow of my reading. This is a personal dislike 
of mine (except when I am reading plays and scripts which have to be in present tense) 
and may not be of concern to other readers. 
 
“Anita Cobby The Crime That Shocked The Nation” By Alan J. 
Whiticker 

 
Rating: *** 
Non Fiction: True Crime 
Read: February 2016 
A thorough report on a horrible crime. The events are retold in a series of anecdotes 
from those involved in the case (police, lawyers, family etc) in an easy to read format. 
This particular case reinforces my support for the death penalty – not as a deterrent 
(nothing deters these types of grubs) but as a way of permanently removing these life-
destroying, world-resource wasters. This book includes descriptions of a violent gang 
rape and murder – not recommended for sensitive souls. 
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“Sol of the Coliseum” By Adam Gaylord 

 
Rating: **** 
Fiction: Sword & Sandals/Sci Fi 
Read: February 2016 
“Sol of the Coliseum” By Adam Gaylord, is a wonderful adventure story, reminiscent of 
the old swords and sandals flicks I loved as a child. Sol, born into slavery in the 
Coliseum, accepts his lack of freedom and takes on the role as a gladiator. His 
successes as a fighter and personal moral strength, result in him making unlikely 
friendships with his fellow captives, and set him up as a hero of the people. Little does 
he suspect, his greatest enemy lies outside of the walls of the Coliseum.] 
The tale is set on a distant world with two suns, and a wealth of interesting creatures. 
The parallels with the ancient Roman Empire provide a sense of familiarly. The book is 
entertaining, easy to read, with a well-paced story. Suitable reading for a mature 
audience – contains frequent violence, and events which some may find distressing (or 
really fabulous depending on personal tastes). 
 
“Bizarre of Bad Dreams” by Stephen King 

 
Rating: **** 
Fiction: Thriller/Horror 
Read: February 2016 
A collections of short-stories and poems, some revised oldies, some brand-new. There 
are some five-star must reads in the collection (I particularly loved UR), a good wad of 
four star entertainers and a few three star “okay” ones. Entertaining and easy to read. 
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“Theory Of Irony: How Jesus Led to Moon Golf” by Erik Von 
Norden 

 
Rating: ****1/2 
Non-Fiction: History/Social commentary 
Read: January/February 2016 
Entertaining, amusing and sometimes laugh out loud funny as author, Erik von Norden, 
explores the irony of the development of ‘western’ civilization and system of religious 
beliefs. I am sure that there will be people up in arms about the author’s observations 
on both history and matters of faith, but in all honesty it’s a case of “sad but true”. If 
this were a work of fiction it would be rejected because the tale is absolutely 
preposterous. Humanity has succeeded in spite of itself. Well researched, well 
structured and well worth the read. 
 
“The Dandelion Clock” by Sarah Key 

 
Rating: ***** 
Fiction: Mystery/Murder/Literary fiction 
Read: January 2016 
Spring Equinox is almost upon Cape Town and someone is killing homeless women. In 
fact two people are; an inept contract killer and a deranged pyscho, who has made a 
pact with a demon. Will the group of friends (a psychic nursing student, a carefree 
nanny, a rock singer and a rich anorexic) be able to deal with their personal issues and 
pull in enough favours to help save homeless woman Helene. Well written, good pacing, 
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great female characters and a captivating story. I am really looking forward to the next 
book in the series. If you are keen to read more by this author, get yourself a copy of 
“Tangled Weeds” – a review is on the 2015 page. Suitable reading for a mature 
audience – contains some violence, realistic situations, and supernatural themes which 
some may find distressing. 
 
“The Vintage Tea Party Book” by Angel Adoree 

 
Rating: ****1/2 
Non-Fiction: Entertainment, Cooking/Craft 
Read: January 2016 
What a wonderful book! It is full of brilliant recipe ideas, vintage crafts (including flag 
making) and instructions on how to get the vintage look! There are recipes for brunches, 
morning and afternoon teas and evening functions. Some look easy and some look 
quite difficult. The book is easy to read, with many beautiful pictures and easy to follow 
instructions. I can’t wait to have a tea party of my own, although I am not sure that I 
have the time required to set my hair as instructed. Well worth a look!. 
 
“Essential Horror Movies: Matinee Monsters to Cult Classics” by 
Michael Mallory 

 
Rating: ****1/2 
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Non-Fiction: Entertainment, Horror, Movies 
Read: January 2016 
“Essential Horror Movies: Matinee Monsters to Cult Classics” by Michael Mallory is a 
wonderful coffee table book, with a great range of classic-must-see horror movies, 
from the start of film making to the modern day. It contains excellent photos, concise 
descriptions of film plots, and reasons why they deserve to be in the book. Yes I know 
that some horror buffs will be disappointed that film “x” wasn’t included, but it does not 
claim to be an encyclopaedia of the horror genre (hmm good idea for a book project 
there). As a horror movie devotee, I am always interested in books on the subject, and 
found this one to be both entertaining and informative. (I still find it amazing that after all 
these years, even still photos of Linda Blaire from The Exorcist – 1973, yeah really 1973 
– continue to manage to give me the willies.) 
 
“The Greatest Books You’ll Never Read: Unpublished masterpieces by the 
world’s greatest writers” by Professor Bernard Richards 

 
Rating: ***1/2 
Non-Fiction: Literature, Books 
Read: January 2016 
Professor Bernard Richards has put together a fascinating list of various unpublished, 
unfinished and original versions of books and manuscripts from famous authors. One 
must remember of course that there are often good reasons why something has not 
been published (I refer to Harper Lee’s “Go Set a Watchman” as a case in point), but 
there are some pieces in there which I feel deserve a look. Sadly, due to my lack of 
time and financial resources, I doubt that I will ever be able to secure copies of the 
texts I am interested in, and suspect that they will remain forever on my “never read” list. 
Interesting enough. 
 
“Wild Card Run” by Sara Stamey 

 
Rating: ***1/2 
Fiction: Science Fiction 
Read: January 2016 
“Wild Card Run” by Sara Stamey, is the first of a series of Sci Fi stories where artificial 
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life forms (Cybers) monitor and control the worlds in the realm. A quick review of the 
publication history indicates that the is a re-working of a previously released piece – I 
have not read the earlier work. The story centres around Ruth Kurtis, a natural rebel 
and all-round wild card. She is directed by the Cybers to return to her repressive home 
planet to investigate “suspicious activities”, as an alternative to a mind-erasing, re-
education program. She reluctantly attempts to get with the program. I personally 
found the book a little difficult to get in to. The main character, although showing 
promise, was not as strong as I would have liked her to be, and the extensive and 
sometimes confusing descriptive prose interfered with the flow of the novel for me. 
Over all, the story was entertaining, if not a little predictable. 
 
“Courtyard Kitchen” by Natalie Boog 

 
Rating: **** 
Non-Fiction: Gardening/Cooking 
Read: January 2016 
A delightful combination gardening guide and recipe book dedicated to herbs/food you 
can grow in small space. A simple and easy to use reference book with some great 
recipes, which I am dying to try. Lovely layout and photos. 
 
“John Hughes: A Life in Film” by Kirk Honeycutt 

 
Rating: ***1/2 
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Non-Fiction: Movies/Entertainment 
Read: January 2016 
Really one for the fans. Having said that I was rather impressed with the level of 
research and detail the author put into this book. As a teenager of the eighties I saw 
many a John Hughes film and this book was a real trip down memory lane. Easy to 
read, great photos and interesting facts. 
 
“The Woman Who Walked in Sunshine” by Alexander McCall Smith 

 
Rating: **** 
Fiction: Mystery/Detective 
Read: January 2016 
“The Woman Who Walked in Sunshine” is the latest in the “No 1 Ladies’ Detective 
Agency” series. When Mma Ramotswe decides to go on a holiday, she finds that she 
just can’t stay away from the agency. A wonderful holiday read – it doesn’t ask much of 
the reader and doesn’t disappoint. A simple story, lovely characters and easy to read. 
As charming and delightful as the rest of the series. 
 
“1001 TV Series you must watch before you die” by Paul Condon 
and Steve Moffat 

 
Rating: **** 
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Non-Fiction: Entertainment 
Read: December 2015 
I love this series of books, and the TV shows one is no exception. I am rather 
embarrassed to say that I have seen (either the whole series or at least one episode of) 
over 75% of the listed titles. There are some European shows which I would definitely 
like to catch up on (Australia only had a multi-language broadcaster set up in the 80s). 
All I can say is that I have clearly spent the bulk of my life watching TV (and the other 
part reading books) 


